the key battleground for reinventing gencter.
Here we would stage our victory. Through
some miraculous sleight of hand (induced by
drugs, music, or perhaps too many meetings
and study groups) we would somehow manage to be both of our culture and not of i t at the same t i m e - a n d make something radically other, radically transformative.
But Foucault is dead and that was in another country. And the French boys now
keep thinking back fondly on guys like
Nietzsche, not your more upbeat types (and
certainly harboring no kind place in their
hearts for girls-yeah, "becoming woman"
was cool, sans PMS). With their small troop
of clones, and their Lilliputian Americanettes, they spew forth glamorous-sounding,
hermetic hyperboles, all of which can be
reversed in locutionary flips: viz., the disappearance of history . . . the history of disappearance; the state of theory . . . presto
chango . . . the theory of the state; the ecstasy of communication, yes, now you've got it.
(With Marx this was okay, but only once or
twice.) Cute, but as I suggested earlier, that
and a dollar . . . Or as Andreas Huyssens
pointed out, Baudrillard, in his current incarnation, is doing a routine that looks a·
hell of a lot like the one Marshall McLuhan
did at his most popular and silliest.
Tourist-intellectuals are still wandering
the East Village, straining to experience the
primitive jouissance oflumpen art-life. I salute French bread. But I spit on their idea of
a high priest of "theory." Of course, none of
this would produce such bile if the intellectual marketplace, the import-export idea
circuit, had not so successfully drawn us, the
Americans, under a certain hypnotic French
spell of fashionable nihilism, causing some
of us to forget our own stake in here and
now for a while.
The next big paradigms are not yet visible. The bold brushstrokes and outlines are
out of focus. Or seem dead-ended, at least in
the romance languages. Instead of trying to
answer the Big Questions, like how does
ideology play us anyway, much fine current

work includes detailed analyses of concrete
phenomena, disturbing self-portraits, work
that's still passionate and has not lost its

Marx knew less about economics tlian
Groucho. Others proclaimed this to be peace
time, right before the news came on showing
U.S. troops on a ship near Iran. Republicans
said they are in the vanguard of the fight
against racism. My neighbor asked if this
meant they were killing more blacks than
anyone else.
We will go on asking questions because we
can still, on a late summer evening near the
end of a century in ruins, find the will to
assert that what is at stake is our history
itself, one which is, as ever, in process, being
made, never completely theirs. Before our
wholesale consignment to the museum,
some of us will still, in a good mood, putting
the greenhouse effect completely out of our
minds, say that in order to change the
world, you do need some ideas about just
where to tinker. So you see, theory bashing
is not so smart either. The maps we have,
like stencils, can be layered in different ways
or shifted slightly, offering up surprising
new readings of the texts we live, "lost"
subjectivities changing fundamental
rhythms. One writer claimed we opted out
of the main stage to hide in universities and
"alternative" activities, but speak for yourself, Jack, a job is a job and you can still get
a free slot on cable TV, if you want to rail at
the gods.
Nothing happened, they say, and anyway
it's over. Okay, we're regrouping, treading
water, sometimes in a kind of fugue state.
But some of us are still working, teaching,
writing, making art, performances, videos
and films, yes and still organizing and registering voters, gathering our friends around
us, marshalling our strength, caring for the
sick, mourning the dead, and scaling down
the battles to winnable skirmishes. You've
got to read the small print, the small presses, count the subtler victories which have
scared our enemies to death-if you judge
by the movies and campaign speeches they
make. Jesse Jackson showed up at the gay
and lesbian march on Washington last fall
and still won the votes of blue-collar workers in the Midwest. Keep working. Use
witchcraft if necessary t o fight off forgetfulness. It's not over till it's over.
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MUSIC FOR PLEASURE
SIMON FRITH
"Frith's opinionated, no-nonsense voice
has long served as a kind of unofficial
conscience for journalistic rock criticism."
$37.50/cloth --Andrew Ross, Princeton
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SIMON FRITH AND
HOWARD HORNE
Art into Pop tells the intriguing and
culturally complex story of the art
school influence on contemporary
popular music --from
Humphrey Lyttelton to Sade.
$38.95/cloth
$9.95/paper
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